
AN OVERVIEW OF THE US CHINA POLICY

Since , U.S.-China relations have evolved from tense standoffs to a complex China's radical industrialization policies,
known as the Great Leap Forward, lead President Ronald Reagan and Chinese President Li Xiannian review the .

Indeed, an important source of the present predicament is that while anti-China animus has become more
virulent across the U. Defining China as a revisionist power seeking to upend the international order of free
trade, globalization, and human rights shows that a more forceful U. Trump has a pessimistic view of U.
Everybody's tired of the way China games the trading system and makes promises that never amount to
anything. Officially, Washington and Beijing have agreed to a truce in their escalating trade war and are
searching for the outlines of a possible agreement. Or, as the two are not necessarily mutually exclusive, could
it be both? Some commentators have noted that despite the fear of falling trade, increased imports and freight
services signaled a growth of demand for goods from China. Moreover, U. But even if trade tensions ease, the
United States and China will likely continue to go their separate ways on politics, economics, and much else
for the foreseeable future. To be sure, the United States has a few more arrows in its quiver than does Canada.
Truth be told, while the United States and China now find themselves staring deeper into the abyss than at any
time since the Korean War, relations have been on a downward slide at least since the financial crisis. The best
hope is probably for a combination of pledges for China to buy more U. There is, of course, a better way. And
so Washington now lobs rhetorical pebbles downward into the darkness, searching for the floor. Panel 2 will
assess the implications of Chinese military activities and modernization in for the United States and U. The U.
April 4, Trump denied the existence of a trade war , saying "that war was lost many years ago by the foolish,
or incompetent, people who represented the U. It looks as if both sides of the Pacific are resigned to a certain
amount of economic and political decoupling. But on other matters, Washington and Beijing need to build
better capacity to coordinate. But the floor still lies far below where the two are at present, and cooler heads
must prevail to prevent the world from falling further into the depths. Third, and most consequentially, Beijing
made a U-turn on its commitment to market liberalization, capping decades of currency manipulation,
intellectual property theft, and hidden subsidies with crushing restrictions on market access for foreign firms.


